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Task - Compare and contrast your favourite two poems from the selection provided - look for 3 similarities and 3 differences and explain the impact of 

each one: 



Rhyming words / couplets 

Words can often be included in order to rhyme with others - this 

could be at the end of lines 1 and 2 (rhyming couplets) or at the 

end of lines 1 and 3, as well as 2 and 4. 

Description / Imagery 

To help the reader feel as if they are inside the poem, the author 

may choose to use a wide range of description and imagery to 

make the scene more vivid...or to leave clues in the case of a  

riddle. 

Verses 

Poems may be a single paragraph or ‘chunk’ or work but are very 

often broken down into different verses. The number of verses 

varies with the type of poem. 

Set number of syllables 

Some poems, such as with a Haiku, rely on the number of syllables 

in each line to create the overall effect of the poem. This is not 

the same as the meter or beat of the poem as it is read. 

Nonsense Words 

A poet can use a range of made-up or nonsense words for great 

effect in their work - it may be that this fits with the theme of the 

overall piece or is characteristic of a subject within the pome to 

add humour. 

Humour 

Poems are a form of story-telling and entertainment, so they often 

use humour as a way to hook the reader in from the start. The 

topic of the poem itself could be funny, as could the situations  

described or the word choices of the poet. 

Personification 

Objects can often be described as having human features or acting 

in a human-like way. This often gives special meaning to these  

objects and allows the reader to feel more engaged with them. 

Narrative 

Many poems tell a story as they go and are written in  

chronological order - these are often longer poems that take the 

reader on a journey with the subject of the poem. 

Glossary of key terms within poetry: 










